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Can the freedom to choose how retirement funds are invested leave workers worse off? Via simulation, 

we document that choice in stock v. bond allocation and type of equity investments in private accounts 

leads to lower utility and greater risk of income shortfalls relative to private accounts without choice. 

We also compare private account outcomes to currently promised Social Security benefits to demonstrate 

that a representative worker (an average wage earner) benefits more from private-account alternatives—

with or without choice—than do most workers. Thus, representative worker outcome should not be used 

to assess population-wide benefits of private account alternatives. 
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. Introduction 

In 2013, 37 million retired workers received an average annual

ocial Security benefit of about $15,0 0 0. Among those over age

5, 26% or more than 9 million retirees rely on Social Security for

ore than 90% of their income. 1 

Throughout most of Social Security’s history, payroll tax inflows

ave exceeded benefit outflows. In 2010, benefits exceeded payroll

axes, and this funding deficit is expected to worsen in the com-
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1 Income of the Population 55 or Older, 2010, SSA Publication No. 13-11871, Table 

.B6, p. 309. Among those in the bottom quintile of net worth (including home 

wnership), the present value of Social Security benefits represents 82% of total 

ealth ( Brady et al. (2013) , Figure 16, p.35). 
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ng decades absent reform. Many strategies have been proposed in

esponse to Social Security’s pending shortfall. These range from

ncreases in the payroll tax and retirement age to privatization of

ocial Security. In 2001, the President’s Commission to Strengthen

ocial Security proposed three models for Social Security reform

hich all incorporated voluntary personal accounts. Possible Social

ecurity reform repeatedly emerges during major election cycles,

long with recommendations featuring some form of private re-

irement accounts (PRAs). 

In addition to suggesting that PRAs would earn high returns,

ome proponents argue they benefit workers by allowing them to

hoose how their retirement savings are invested. This is consistent

ith standard finance theory, where having more choices can only

mprove potential investment outcomes. However, to realize this

mprovement, investors must choose investments wisely. In the

ontext of PRAs, there are two relevant issues. First, as discussed

elow, there is evidence that many investors do not choose port-

olio allocations that maximize their utility. Second, evidence sug-

ests that many investors fail to effectively diversify within their

quity portfolios ( Barber and Odean, 20 0 0; Calvet et al., 2009;

oetzmann and Kumar, 2008; Gaudeker, 2015 ). If these tenden-

ies extend to PRAs, outcomes for retirees become more dispersed,

nd the likelihood of shortfalls relative to currently-promised So-

ial Security benefits increases. Allocation choice and equity choice

mpart decision risk that materially affects the risk of worker out-

omes in a PRA system. 

We analyze the effects of decision risk on workers’ outcomes

nder a PRA system. We simulate retirement benefits for a rep-
esentative cohort of 3655 workers born in the US in 1979. The 

ker outcomes in social security vs. private retirement accounts ✰ , 
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wages, demographic characteristics, and mortality of our cohort are

generated by CORSIM, a dynamic micro-simulation model of the

United States population. 2 We compare results from a baseline set-

ting without investment choice to settings in which workers can

choose their allocation to stocks and bonds, to equity investments

within their stock portfolio, or both. 

Two main results emerge from this analysis. First, analyses

based on the outcomes of a representative worker are misleading.

Several studies of Social Security focus on the welfare of a repre-

sentative worker (e.g., Auerbach and Kotlikoff (1987), Feldstein and

Ranguelova (2001) ). Our utility analysis indicates PRAs are much

more appealing to the representative worker than to a worker

who does not yet know his future income. Second, investment

choice decreases worker utility in a PRA system. Over reasonable

levels of risk aversion, allowing either allocation or equity choice

leaves most workers preferring Social Security. Allowing allocation

choice in PRAs increases the probability of an income shortfall

relative to Social Security benefits, as some workers will allocate

a relatively small amount of their investment portfolio to stocks.

Allowing equity choice increases the probability of an income

shortfall relative to Social Security benefits, as some workers will

fail to effectively diversify. 

Though we study outcomes of PRA systems as alternatives to

Social Security, our results regarding equity and allocation choice

generalize to self-directed retirement accounts intended to provide

for the basic living needs in retirement. With greater allocation

choice and greater equity choice, more workers are likely to fall

short of their minimum goals than if they invest in a balanced

portfolio of equity and bond index funds. 

2. Institutional background and related literature 

2.1. Our Benchmark: the current social security program 

Social Security provides guaranteed retirement benefits to those

who contribute to the system during their working years. While

the majority of Social Security benefits go to retirees, the disabled

and family members of beneficiaries also receive benefits. The sys-

tem is often referred to as a defined-benefit pay-as-you-go (PayGo)

system as current taxes are used to pay benefits to current retirees.

Social Security faces a funding shortfall as the result of being

set up as an unfunded pay-as-you-go system that delivered about

$14 trillion of net transfers (in 2014 present value dollars) to

people born before 1937. (See Geanakoplos et al. (1999) for an in

depth discussion of the implications of this unfunded liability for

returns in a privatized system.) If Social Security were privatized,

taxes would need to be levied to pay this liability. In this paper,

we ignore Social Securities’ projected shortfall as well as the

analogous costs of paying this unfunded liability in a transition to

a PRA system. 

We treat both our Social Security benchmark and the PRA plans

as self-funding for the cohort we study. We make Social Security

self-funding by setting the Social Security tax rate to 8.8%. In our

simulations, the 8.8% tax rate is sufficient to guarantee the aggre-

gate cohort Social Security payout assuming the savings earn the

equivalent of US five-year government bond rates. 

2.2. Private retirement accounts (PRAs) 

Private retirement accounts (PRAs) have been proposed as

alternatives to Social Security. These proposals do not address
2 CORSIM was developed by Steven Caldwell at Cornell University. The model was 

purchased by the U.S. Social Security Administration, which adapted it for internal 

use under the name POLISIM. The model was also adapted for use by the Canadian 

and Swedish governments (see Caldwell, 1996; Caldwell and Morrison, 20 0 0 , and 

http://www.strategicforecasting.com/corsim/index.html ). 

o
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he funding shortfalls discussed above. Instead, they emphasize

ndividual ownership and responsibility and allow individuals to

hoose how retirement assets are invested. 

While many privatization reform plans initially restrict invest-

ent choice, restrictions often give way to more choice over time.

or example, Australia legislation to adopt a PRA (the Superannu-

tion Guarantee) was passed in 1992. When first introduced, em-

loyees had very limited choices available ( Fear and Pace, 2009 ).

ver time, the choices available to employees have expanded, an

xpansion accelerated by the passage of the Superannuation Leg-

slation Amendment (Choice of Fund) Act in 2004. Workers in-

est through a superannuation fund, often referred to as a super

und. In 2011, there were hundreds of super funds. Each super

und may offer workers a wide variety of investment options (one

und offered 2700). The investment options offered by a super fund

ave few restrictions and can include mutual funds, individual

tocks, hedge funds, private equity, and property trusts (to name a

ew). 

The experience in 401(k) retirement plans in the US is also

nformative. Brown et al. (2007) document the number of op-

ions available to workers has increased over time. In addition,

he new options tend to be actively managed equity funds that

harge higher fees and earn lower returns. More recently, broker-

ge windows, which allow investors to direct 401(k) assets to bro-

erage accounts and purchase individual equities, have become in-

reasingly popular. Aon Hewitt Inc. (2013) reports the percentage

f plans that offer brokerage windows has increased from 12% in

001 to 40% in 2013. 

The anticipated benefits of personal accounts include direct

wnership (including heritability) and higher expected returns

rom investing in equities and other securities. Several studies (for

xample, Diamond and Geanakoplos, 2003; Modigliani et al., 2003 )

oint out the returns and risks from investing in equities could be

ncorporated into Social Security without adding to the administra-

ive costs of managing many individual personal accounts. 

Prior studies simulate outcomes from a PRA system. However,

e add more detailed assumptions regarding risks and expected

eturns faced by workers in their forced savings accounts. For ex-

mple, the Bush Commission’s projections assume that all personal

ccounts are invested in a 50/50 portfolio of equities and bonds

hat earn a constant annual real rate of return of 4.6%; a con-

tant return assumption is clearly unrealistic when workers invest

n risky assets (particularly stocks). 

Feldstein and Liebman (2002) consider the distributional as-

ects of Social Security by considering worker-level outcomes, but

o not model variation in market outcomes or risks arising from

orkers’ different investment choices. They conclude that virtually

ll demographic groups benefit from a shift to PRAs. They assume

 constant (i.e., risk-free) annual after cost logarithmic real port-

olio return of 5.5% on PRA investments, which is close to the his-

oric returns on a 60/40 stock/bond portfolio. However, they do not

odel variation in the returns earned on these risky investments

cross years or across households. 

Feldstein and Ranguelova (2001) analyze outcomes of a repre-

entative worker who invests in a PRA and conclude the represen-

ative worker generally fares well under PRAs. They assume that

ersonal accounts are invested in a 60/40 portfolio of equities and

onds, which earns a stochastic annual real return of 6.5%. 3 The
3 Feldstein and Ranguelova (2001) assume a mean annual real log return of 5.5% 

n a 60/40 stock/bond portfolio (with a standard deviation of 12.5%), which cor- 

esponds to a mean level real return of approximately 6 . 5% = e ( 5 . 5%+ ( 125 ) 2 

2 ) − 1 . Our 

ain results differ from theirs because they ignore worker-level outcomes focusing 

nly on a representative worker and, we believe, they overestimate the market risk 

remium by using historical averages. 

ker outcomes in social security vs. private retirement accounts ✰ , 
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4 See Samwick, 2009 , for a discussion of how progressivity could be incorporated 

into a PRA system. 
5 The normal Social Security retirement age varies from 65 for those born in 1937 

and earlier to 67 for those born in 1960 or later. 
eturns earned in personal accounts vary across cohorts, but not

cross individuals within a cohort. Variation in outcomes across

ohorts captures the risk that a particular generation of workers

ill experience a poor investment outcome. Gollier (2008) and

hiller (2006) also study this generational risk. We extend this line

f inquiry by allowing for variation in returns across cohorts and,

ore importantly, allowing variation in investment choice across

ndividuals within a cohort. 

Our first departure from prior studies is to consider worker-

evel outcomes in a setting with stochastic investment returns.

ext we allow for allocation choice in an investor’s PRA. None

f the aforementioned models studies the impact of allocation

hoice—the mix of stocks and bonds chosen by each individual

n their investment portfolio. This is an important dimension

f choice that almost certainly has a big impact on expected

utcomes for workers. Extant research indicates that the stock-

ond allocation decisions of investors are largely idiosyncratic.

or example, Shum and Faig (2006) analyze the U.S. Survey of

onsumer Finances (SCF) data and conclude that less than 10% of

he variation in stock ownership can be explained by 18 variables

onjectured to predict variation in stock ownership (e.g., education

nd age). Consistent with the observation that the stock allocation

hoices of investors are largely idiosyncratic, the stock allocation

hoices of investors are heavily influenced by the default options

e.g., Beshears et al., 20 08, 20 09 ) and choice framing ( Benartzi and

haler, 20 01, 20 07 ). In addition, many investors fail to participate

n stock markets or allocate only a small fraction of their financial

ssets to equities ( Campbell, 2006 ). 

Our second innovation is to consider cross-sectional variation

n the equity returns of individual workers. Even when investors

xperience the same market return, their personal investment

esults will vary. Modeling this cross-sectional variation in perfor-

ance is important, as some investors will beat the market while

thers will underperform. There is considerable evidence that

ndividual investors do not manage equity portfolios optimally. In-

estors fail to diversify their retirement portfolios by, for example,

verinvesting in their employer’s stock ( Poterba, 2003; Benartzi,

001 ). Kelly (1995) , analyzing data from the SCF, and Goetzmann

nd Kumar (2008) , analyzing data for a large U.S. broker, conclude

nvestors fail to diversify their stock portfolios. Benartzi and Thaler

20 01, 20 07 ) argue investors follow naïve diversification strategies

n their retirement plans. Calvet et al. (2009) analyze complete

ortfolios for Swedish households. While the median household

olds a well-diversified portfolio, some households hold portfolios

hat are severely underdiversified. In addition, households with

ow education and wealth are less likely to participate in the

tock market and more likely to invest inefficiently if they do

articipate. Gaudeker (2015) analyzes the complete portfolios

f Dutch investors and finds the underdiversificaiton is more

revalent among investors with low levels of financial literacy

ho self-manage their investment portfolios. Similarly, Grinblatt

t al. (2011, 2012) show that cognitive abilities positively affect

oth stock market participation and trading performance among

innish investors. In summary, there are many reasons to expect

igh cross-sectional variation in investor outcomes under a PRA

ystem, particularly since many workers tasked with managing

heir retirement portfolios will be new to investing and thus lack

nvestment experience or knowledge. 

By modeling outcomes at the individual rather than cohort

evel, we are also able to identify demographic patterns that

merge when we shift from an insurance-based Social Security

rogram to PRAs. Under the current Social Security scheme, those

ho earn low wages during their lifetime receive proportionately

reater benefits than high-wage earners. Thus, a worker-level anal-

sis allows us to estimate the probability of an income shortfall for
Please cite this article as: J. Ahmed et al., Made poorer by choice: Wor

Journal of Banking and Finance (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbank
ifferent demographic groups, which is clearly important given the

rogressive nature of Social Security benefits. 4 

Finally, modeling outcomes at the individual rather than cohort

evel also allows us to compare the outcomes of individual work-

rs to that of a representative worker. Compared to a represen-

ative worker, individual workers face greater lifetime income un-

ertainty, work for fewer years, and have lower (median) incomes.

hus the welfare implications of switching from Social Security to

RAs for a representative worker are not a good measure of how

uch a switch affects the welfare of most workers. 

. Data and methodology 

In our base case, we compare PRA income, where workers with-

ut investment choice invest in a 50/50 stock/bond portfolio and

urchase a variable annuity in retirement, to currently promised

ocial Security benefits based on a worker’s earnings history. We

imulate the experiences for 10,0 0 0 generations of workers. Each

eneration shares the same income profile, but experiences a dif-

erent market return. 

We use simulated data for lifetime earnings of a cohort of 3655

ndividuals born in 1979, which we obtained from CORSIM. COR-

IM provides a detailed micro-simulation of incomes for a repre-

entative sample of the US population based on numerous sources

e.g., Survey of Consumer Finances, Panel Study of Income Dynam-

cs, and The US Census). See Caldwell (1996) and Caldwell and

orrison (20 0 0) for details. The CORSIM micro-simulations have

een used in studies by Caldwell et al. (1999) and Gokhale and

otlikoff (1999, 2002 ). The data include demographic details (e.g.,

ace and gender), annual earnings subject to social security bene-

ts, and year of death. 

In the online appendix, we present descriptive statistics on

ifetime earnings of the 1979 birth cohort by decade from 1999

hrough 2069. Mean and median income increase with age until

he cohort reaches age 50 and then tails off quickly as workers

etire. The mortality profile of the CORSIM cohort is similar to pro-

ections from the Social Security Administration. 

.1. Estimating social security benefits 

We estimate the currently promised Social Security benefit for

ach worker in each year during retirement based on the algorithm

sed to calculate Social Security benefits as described in Board of

rustees (2012) and assuming a retirement age of 67. 5 In the online

ppendix, we describe these calculations in detail. 

.2. Private retirement account (PRA) income 

To calculate PRA income, we assume workers are required

o save the equivalent of their Social Security tax in a defined-

ontribution PRA. In our base case, we assume workers invest their

RAs in portfolios with a 50% allocation to equities and 50% alloca-

ion to bonds with annual rebalancing. Simulated returns on 50/50

ortfolios average 7.6% per year. In retirement, we assume all work-

rs buy a variable annuity. Thus, mortality risk is pooled, but each

orker continues to bear market risk in retirement. We assume

ny balances in the PRAs of those who die before retirement are

ransferred to a common pool that continues to earn returns un-

il the cohort retires and is then used to help finance the cohort’s

ariable annuity. 
ker outcomes in social security vs. private retirement accounts ✰ , 
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3.2.1. Savings rate 

Our simulations assume a savings rate (or, equivalently, Social

Security tax) of 8.8%. We arrive at this savings rate by assuming

the aggregate savings of a cohort are sufficient to fund its retire-

ment obligations if the cohort savings earned a rate of return equal

to that on long-term US government bonds. We believe this is a

reasonable assumption, since these obligations are virtually default

free and are a close approximation to the type of security that

would be used to immunize the liability generated by the cohort’s

retirement obligations. Specifically, we assume that the real log re-

turn on long-term government bonds is 1.79%, the mean real log

return on long-term government bonds from 1946–2013. We adjust

the assumed real return on long-term government bonds to reflect

an assumed inflation rate of 3% (log inflation of 2.96%), yielding a

nominal mean log return of 4.75%. Given this return assumption,

we calculate the savings rate (or Social Security tax) that would

fund the cohort’s retirement obligations to be 8.8%. 6 

3.2.2. Portfolio returns without choice 

We assume the annual return on a 50/50 stock/bond portfo-

lio is 7.6% per annum. We assume that stocks earn a mean an-

nual level return of 9.5%, bonds earn 5.7%, and the inflation rate

is 3%. (Thus the portfolio has a mean level real return of 4.6% =
7.6%–3%.) Assuming one-month Treasury Bills earn 50 bps over in-

flation, 7 we implicitly assume an equity risk premium v. T-Bills of

6.0% = 9.5%–3.5%. In the online appendix, we discuss the reasoning

behind these assumptions. 

3.2.3. Portfolio returns with choice 

(a ) Stock-Bond Allocation Choice 

Most individually controlled retirement account plans (e.g.,

401(k)s, Keoghs, IRAs) as well as the alternative PRA proposals in

the 2001 Report of the President’s Commission allow investors to

choose their stock-bond allocation. To assess the impact of alloca-

tion choice on outcomes, we consider simulations with and with-

out allocation choice. In our baseline simulations, we assume all

investors choose a 50/50 stock/bond allocation. In our allocation

choice simulations, we model variation in choice using the ob-

served stock allocation in retirement accounts. 8 

To estimate the variation in stock allocation in retirement ac-

counts, we use the 2010 Survey of Consumer Finance (SCF) dataset.

For each household in the dataset, we sum investments in IRAs,

Keoghs, and 401k plans. For those households with a positive bal-

ance in at least one of these retirement accounts, we calculate the

percentage of the account allocated to stock. Since we are focused

on allocations during workers savings years, we restrict the analy-

sis to households under the age of 68. For households with positive

balances in retirement accounts and a head of household under the

age of 68, the average (median) balance in these retirement ac-

counts is $145,0 0 0 ($38,0 0 0), and the average (median) household

allocates 48% (46%) of the account investments to stock. To reduce

the complexity of our simulations, we do not model allocations to

stock as a declining function of age, but note the cross-sectional
6 The assumed savings rate (or Social Security tax) of 8.8% is 71% of the current 

OASDI tax rate of 12.4%. Our simulation of a solvent Social Security system requires 

lower taxes than the current 12.4% for two reasons. First, the current tax rate is 

required to partially fund the large embedded liability in the PayGO system that 

results from the transfer to retirees born prior to 1937. Second, the 12.4% tax rate 

funds both old age supplements (OAS) and disability income (DI). Our simulations 

only consider OAS payments, which represent about 2/3 rds of total Social Security 

payouts. 
7 From 1926 to 2013, the annual level return on T-bills was 3.54% and CPI was 

3.04%. 
8 Binsbergen et al. (2013), Bovenberg et al. (2014), Berkelaar et al. (2004) , and 

Dahlquist et al. (2013) explore optimal portfolio choice in defined contribution pen- 

sions. 
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ariation in allocation choices is much greater than the variation

n average allocation by age group. 9 

About 12% of households have no allocation to stocks and about

4% of households allocate 100% of their investments to stock. 10 

n our simulations that allow allocation choice, for each worker

e sample from a uniform distribution from 0 to 100, round to

he nearest integer, and identify the stock allocation for the corre-

ponding percentile from the SCF. This stock allocation is then used

s the stock-bond allocation for the worker during all of his saving

ears. 

We model the allocation choice in this way for two reasons.

irst, we do not know workers risk preferences so we implicitly as-

ume the risk appetites are randomly assigned. Second, investors’

llocation choices in defined contribution retirement accounts (e.g.,

ontribution rates, asset allocation decisions, and investment in

wn company stock) are influenced by plan default options (e.g.,

eshears et al., 2008, 2009 ) and choice framing ( Benartzi and

haler, 2001, 2007 ). This suggests that at least some investors’ ob-

erved choices are not determined based on solving a portfolio op-

imization problem. Alternatively, we could model allocation choice

s a function of demographic characteristics. For example, stock

arket participation tends to be lower for the less wealthy, so we

ight assume that low-income workers are more likely to spurn

quity investment in their retirement accounts. However, lower in-

ome workers may also be more likely to choose default options,

hich could result in higher equity investments and less active

rading. 

Stock and bond allocation decisions reported in the SCF are

ade by households who anticipate receiving Social Security

enefits – a low-risk cost-of-living protected annuity. If households

re currently optimizing their asset allocation, then in the absence

f Social Security they will reduce their allocation to stocks and

ncrease their allocation to bonds (or annuities). As we document

ater, a lower equity allocation tends to increase the probability of

n income shortfall; thus, lower equity allocations for any reason

ould further increase the probability of an income shortfalls. 

(b ) Stock Investment Choice 

When investors have choices other than index funds, individual

nvestment outcomes will vary from market returns. To calibrate

he extent of this variation, we use realized returns in tax-deferred

etirement accounts at a large discount broker in the US over

he period 1991 to 1996. The dataset contains records for 78,0 0 0

ouseholds, but we limit our analysis to households’ stock and eq-

ity mutual fund investments in tax-deferred retirement accounts

or which we have complete positions during a calendar year (so

e can reliably estimate the annual return earned in a household’s

ax-deferred account). 11 (See Barber and Odean (20 0 0) for a com-

lete description of these data.) For the average household, the

ax-deferred account represents 79% of their total equity invest-

ents at the broker and 36% of the tax-deferred account is held

n mutual funds with the remainder in individual stocks. For each

ousehold, we calculate the monthly portfolio return by match-

ng month-end positions to Center for Research in Security Prices

CRSP) data on stock and equity mutual fund returns. From these

onthly returns, we calculate an annual return for each household.
hese annual returns are used to calibrate the variation in annual 

9 The average equity allocation ranges from 43% for those in their 60s to 52% for 

those in their 20s. The mean and median household allocation to equity in tax- 

deferred retirement accounts were close to 50% in the 20 04 and 20 07 SCF datasets. 
10 Social Security is a large part of the retirement portfolio for many of these 

ouseholds and is effectively a fixed income investment converted to an annu- 

ty upon retirement. Thus the SCF Survey underestimates how conservatively total 

ousehold retirement savings (including Social Security) are actually invested. 
11 Though we estimate equity return variation in actual retirement accounts, many 

f these accounts (e.g., IRAs) will not have default options. We would expect less 

variation in equity returns in a PRA system with well-diversified equity defaults. 
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13 E.g., Friedman (1973), Friend and Blume (1975), Hansen and Singleton (1982), 

Mehra and Prescott (1985), Szpiro (1986), Campbell (1996), Ait-Sahalia and Lo 

(20 0 0), Bliss and Panigirtzoglou (2004), Sydnor (2010), Chiappori and Paiella (2011) , 
eturns across households. In the online appendix, we present de-

criptive statistics on the returns earned by these households. 

To model the cross-sectional variation in returns, we assume

he cross-sectional distribution of household log returns is nor-

ally distributed with a standard deviation equal to 24% (i.e., the

nnual standard deviation of the household log returns). Thus,

ousehold log returns exhibit two sources of variation: time-series

ariation in equity market returns (17.4% from Section 2.2.2 above)

nd cross-sectional variation in household returns (24%). We as-

ume these two sources of variation are normally distributed and

ndependent. Thus, combining variation in equity market returns

nd the cross-sectional variation in household returns, the time-

eries standard deviation of the household log return is 29 . 6% =
 

. 174 2 + . 240 2 . 

In our choice-based simulations, we assume all investors in-

est in a 50/50 stock bond portfolio with annual rebalancing and

ond returns do not vary across investors. However, each investor

arns a different return on his or her stock portfolio, though in-

estors collectively earn the simulated market return. To simulate

his cross-sectional variation, we proceed in two steps. First, in

ach simulated year we draw a market return for equity, which

s common for all investors. Second, we add idiosyncratic volatility

o each investor’s annual stock market return. Some investors beat

he market, while others underperform. 12 

We assume the variation in outcomes across households is ran-

om within and across years. We do so for modeling simplicity, but

his likely underestimates the effect of equity choice on the vari-

tion in outcomes that would be observed in a PRA system since

 household that is undiversified in one year is likely to remain

ndiversified in subsequent years. 

.2.4. The variable annuity 

We assume cohort members begin work at the beginning of

heir 21st year and retire at the end of their 67th year. The ag-

regate value of the cohorts’ PRAs at retirement is used to finance

 variable annuity for the cohort. We use the mortality tables im-

lied in CORSIM data, but assume all cohort members alive at age

9 die at age 100. We present an example of the cohort annuity

alculation in the online appendix. 

. Results 

We estimate the percentage of the population that prefers So-

ial Security to PRAs (with different levels of choice) based on a

ifetime utility calculation, where we vary the level of relative risk

version used in the calculation. Specifically, we calculate lifetime

tility, E[u], for each worker assuming a constant relative risk aver-

ion (CRRA) utility function, u(Ct) : 

 ( C t ) = 

C t 
1 −γ − 1 

1 − γ
(2) 

 [ u ] = E 

[ 

100 ∑ 

t=68 

βt−68 u ( C t ) 

] 

(3) 

here γ is the worker’s relative risk aversion parameter, and β is

is time discount factor. We assume a discount factor β = 0.96. In
12 The choice-based simulations assume the same annual level return on stocks 

9.5%) as the no-choice simulations. To do so, we draw a log market return from a 

ormal distribution with a mean of 4.7% and a standard deviation of 17.4%. Idiosyn- 

ratic volatility is added by drawing from a normal distribution with mean zero and 

tandard deviation of 24.0%. The two draws are added to yield the household’s log 

quity return for the year, which is normally distributed with a mean of 4.7% and a 

tandard deviation of 29.6%. Thus, we preserve the assumed level return on equity 

9.5%) by shaving the log return on equity from 7.6% to 4.7%: 9.5% = exp(.076 + 

5 ∗ .174 2 ) −1 = exp(.047 + .5 ∗ .296 2 ) −1. 
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he Social Security regime, C t is the promised Social Security bene-

t; the expected utility under Social Security is equal to the utility

f the promised Social Security benefits. In the PRA regime, C t is

he income from a variable annuity that is purchased at retirement

sing accumulated savings and investment returns during working

ears. For each worker, the expected utility under the PRA regime

s equal to his average utility across the 10,0 0 0 simulations. At dif-

erent levels of relative risk-aversion ( γ ), we count the number of

orkers who prefer Social Security to PRAs. 

We next calculate the probability that a worker’s PRA income

s less than her Social Security benefit, which we refer to as an

ncome shortfall, at the ages of 68, 78, and 88. We measure the

robability of income shortfalls in two ways. First, we calculate the

robability of an income shortfall across all workers and all sim-

lations. We refer to this metric as worker outcomes. Second, we

eport the percentage of workers who experience income shortfalls

n more than 25% of simulations. While the 25% cutoff is somewhat

rbitrary, this measure emphasizes the safety-net nature of Social

ecurity for many workers and the asymmetrical effect on utility

f losses versus gains relative to promised payments. This metric

easures the percentage of workers with a risk of more than one

uarter of being worse off with a PRA. We refer to this metric as

ercent-at-risk. Both of these measures focus on the downside risk

f PRAs relative to Social Security, which we believe appropriate

iven its social insurance objective. 

.1. Expected utility 

To consider whether the potential upside associated with pri-

ate retirement accounts with varying degrees of choice is suffi-

ient to compensate for downside risk, we analyze the percent-

ge of the population that prefers Social Security to different PRAs

iven each member of the population has CRRA utility with a spec-

fied level of relative risk aversion ( γ ). To estimate how risk averse

eople are, economists analyze a wide variety of data including in-

estment returns, options pricing, insurance choices, insurance de-

uctibles, peer-to-peer lending, and survey responses; estimates of

RRA risk aversion levels vary from less than 1 to more than 50. 13 

To the extent possible, risk aversion should be measured in the

ontext of the choices being considered. Since Social Security ben-

fits provide income in retirement, the most relevant consideration

s the distribution of retirement-income-based risk aversion in the

opulation. Barsky et al. (1997) elicit relative risk aversion parame-

ers by asking subjects a series of questions about their willingness

o take a risky new job and find that 65% of subjects make choices

onsistent with an income-based risk aversion parameter greater

han 3.76 (i.e., reject the new job with a 50–50 chance of dou-

ling income or cutting it by 20%). Hanna et al. (2001) estimate a

edian risk aversion parameter of 5.65 when these questions are

odified to ask about a pension in retirement. Because the esti-

ates from these studies map closely into the setting we analyze,

e calculate results for relative risk aversion parameters of 3.8 and

.65 14 ; to illustrate the sensitivity of the analysis to risk aversion
nd Paravisini et al. (2013) . Rabin (20 0 0) shows that within an expected util- 

ty framework typical choices for small and moderate stakes gambles imply ab- 

urdly high levels of risk aversion for gambles over large stakes. Rabin and Thaler 

2001) write “… the correct conclusion for economists to draw, both from thought 

xperiments and actual data, is that people do not display a consistent coefficient 

f relative risk aversion…”
14 Since 1992, the Survey of Consumer Finances asks the question “Which of the 

tatements on this page comes closest to the amount of financial risk that you are 

illing to take when you save or make investments?” Between 1992 and 2001, the 

ercentage of people choosing “Not willing to take any financial risks,” ranged from 

8.7 to 49.8 ( Yao et al. (2004) ). 
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Table 1 

Percentage of population preferring Social Security to Private Retirement Accounts at different levels of relative risk aversion ( γ ). 

This table presents the percentage of the population that prefers Social Security to Private Retirement Accounts at relative risk aversion 

parameters ( γ ) of 2.0, 3.8, and 5.65. We assume workers have utility over consumption, u(C t ) , with constant relative risk aversion: 

u( C t ) = 

C t 
1 −γ −1 
1 −γ

and calculate expected lifetime utility ( E[u] ) assuming a discount rate β = 0.96: 

E[u] = E 

[
100 ∑ 

t=68 

βt−68 u( C t ) 

]
Expected lifetime utility under Social Security is based on the promised benefits; expected lifetime utility under the PRA system is the 

average utility across simulations. 

No Investment Choice With Investment Choice 

γ Panel A: All Workers 

50/50 Stock/Bond Allocation 2.00 20.3 38.3 

3.80 36.9 79.7 

5.65 60.5 97.6 

Stock/Bond Allocation Choice 2.00 30.6 55.2 

3.80 50.8 98.2 

5.65 79.1 100.0 

Panel B: By Quintile of Lifetime Earnings 

Quintile of Lifetime Earnings Quintile of Lifetime Earnings 

1 (Lo) 2 3 4 5 (Hi) 1 (Lo) 2 3 4 5 (Hi) 

50/50 Stock/Bond Allocation 2 .00 77 .6 24 .0 0 .2 0 .0 0 .0 100 .0 85 .2 6 .6 0 .0 0 .0 

3 .80 100 .0 80 .1 4 .6 0 .0 0 .0 100 .0 100 .0 99 .6 81 .9 17 .0 

5 .65 100 .0 99 .6 79 .5 23 .3 0 .0 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 87 .9 

Stock/Bond Allocation Choice 2 .00 99 .3 43 .3 3 .8 3 .4 3 .6 100 .0 99 .6 62 .3 14 .0 0 .0 

3 .80 100 .0 98 .6 46 .8 5 .2 3 .6 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 91 .3 

5 .65 100 .0 100 .0 98 .9 78 .7 18 .0 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 
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15 Even if some workers did maximize their expected utility with very risky PRA 

portfolios, their risk-taking could impose undesirable externalities. Some workers 

who lost their PRA savings through risky investments would either go hungry and 

homeless in retirement or become burdens on society. 
assumptions we also include results for a relative risk aversion pa-

rameter of 2.0. 

The results of this analysis are in Table 1 , where we report the

percentage of the population that prefers Social Security to PRAs

across 10,0 0 0 simulations. We present four sets of results, where

we alternatively consider outcomes with/without allocation choice

and with/without stock investment choice. In each panel of this ta-

ble and those that follow, we present results in the following ma-

trix format: 

No Stock Investment Choice With Stock Investment Choice 

50/50 Stock/Bond Allocation 50/50 Stock/Bond Allocation 

No Stock Investment Choice With Stock Investment Choice 

Stock/Bond Allocation Choice Stock/Bond Allocation Choice 

In Panel A, we present results for all workers. Assuming each

member of the population has a relative risk aversion of 2.0, 20.3%

of workers prefer Social Security to PRAs without choice but a

much larger percentage (55.2%) prefer Social Security to PRAs with

both equity and allocation choice (with most of the action coming

from equity choice). When we use a relative risk aversion param-

eter of 3.8, 36.9% prefer Social Security without choice to a PRA,

but nearly everyone (98.2%) prefers Social Security to a PRA with

both equity and allocation choice. Finally, assuming a risk aversion

parameter of 5.65, 60.5% prefer Social Security to a PRA without

choice and everyone (100.0%) prefers Social Security to a PRA with

both equity and allocation choice. In Panel B, we present results

partitioned by lifetime earnings quintiles. Without choice, lower

income households have a stronger preference for Social Security

because of the progressive nature of Social Security benefits. How-

ever, for each income quintile, choice materially increases the pro-

portion of the population favoring Social Security over PRAs. 

Equity choice reduces utility because some investors fail to ef-

fectively diversify. Allocation choice reduces utility because some

investors make allocation choices inconsistent with their risk aver-

sion over retirement income. 
Please cite this article as: J. Ahmed et al., Made poorer by choice: Wor

Journal of Banking and Finance (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbank
In a model of utility-maximizing agents, relaxing a constraint

ill not make people worse off. We estimate variation in stock-

ond allocation from the 2010 Survey of Consumer Finance and

he variation in investment outcomes from tax-deferred retirement

ccounts at a large U.S. discount brokerage. We then assume that

ll workers in our simulation have the same level of risk-aversion

for three levels of risk-aversion) but make heterogeneous choices.

hus we are assuming that, given choice, people do not optimally

aximize their expected utility. An alternative view would be that

he variation in asset allocation documented in the Survey of Con-

umer Finances and the variation in investment choices at the

arge U.S. brokerage are rational responses to variations in per-

onal beliefs and risk aversion and that, in practice, people al-

ays hold the portfolios that maximize their personal expected

tility. 15 A great deal of empirical evidence suggests otherwise. For

sset allocation, mutual funds selection, and stock trades, people

ake choices that are materially influenced by irrelevant informa-

ion and that unnecessarily reduce their investment returns. For

xample, Benartzi and Thaler (2001 ) find that equity-bond asset

llocation in 401(k) plans tends to match the proportion of equity

nd bond funds offered in each plan. They find no compelling eco-

omic reasons for workers’ allocation choices to depend upon the

roportions of equity and bond funds offered in their plan. In an

xperiment with substantial incentives, Laibson, Choi, and Madrian

2010) find that people choose S&P 500 index funds with higher

istorical performance and higher fees over S&P 500 index funds

ith lower historical performance and lower fees, even though the

ptimal choice is the low fee funds. Finally, several studies docu-

ent that stock trading by individual investors lowers average net

eturns (e.g., Barber and Odean, 20 0 0; Barber et al., 2009 ). 

One objection to Social Security when compared to a PRA sys-

em with allocation choice, is that workers are forced to invest in
ker outcomes in social security vs. private retirement accounts ✰ , 
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Table 2 

Risk aversion parameter ( γ ) that leaves the worker at birth and average worker indifferent between Social Security and PRAs. 

The table presents the risk aversion parameter ( γ ) that equates the utility from Social Security benefits to the expected utility across PRA outcomes. Panel 

A presents results for a worker at birth that has an equal probability of earning the lifetime income of each member of his cohort. Panel A presents results 

for the worker who earns the average wage of his cohort in each year. We assume workers have utility over consumption, u(C t ) , with constant relative risk 

aversion: 

u( C t ) = 

C t 
1 −γ −1 
1 −γ

and calculate expected lifetime utility ( E[u] ) assuming a discount rate β= 0.96: 

E[u] = E 

[
100 ∑ 

t=68 

βt−68 u( C t ) 

]
For the average worker (Panel A), expected lifetime utility under Social Security is based on the promised benefits; expected lifetime utility under the PRA 

system is the average utility across simulations. For the worker at birth (Panel B), expected lifetime utility under Social Security is the average utility of 

Social Security benefits across workers; expected lifetime utility under PRA system is the average utility across workers and simulations. 

No Stock Investment Choice With Stock Investment Choice 

Panel A: Worker at Birth 

50/50 Stock/Bond Allocation 1.78 1.47 

Stock/Bond Allocation Choice 1.60 1.32 

Panel B: Worker who Earns Average Wage 

50/50 Stock/Bond Allocation 5.65 3.09 

Stock/Bond Allocation Choice 4.73 2.38 
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16 Social Security provides a better return on savings for the lowest income work- 

ers. However, a number of features of Social Security prevent it from consistently 

redistributing wealth from higher-income to lower-income workers. 
 low risk, low return asset, i.e., Social Security, regardless of their

isk preferences. As discussed in Geanakoplos et al. (1998) , this

onstraint is only binding on workers without investable savings

utside of Social Security. 

.2. Utility of the representative worker and worker at birth 

In our expected utility calculations, investment returns are un-

ertain but income paths are fixed. Thus we calculate expected

tility of consumption in retirement from the perspective of a

erson who has not yet started working but knows exactly what

is or her lifetime labor income will be. However, at the be-

inning of one’s working life, lifetime income is uncertain and

his uncertainty affects expected utility. Social Security provides a

edge with respect to lifetime earnings by providing proportion-

tely higher retirement payments to those whose ex-post earned

ncome is lowest. 

To incorporate income uncertainty into our expected utility es-

imates, we calculate expected utility from the perspective of a

orker who has not yet entered the workforce and has complete

ncertainty about his or her future income (a worker at birth). We

ssume that with equal probability the worker will realize the in-

ome of any of her cohort members and then we simulate 10,0 0 0

nvestment return paths. We then calculate the level of risk aver-

ion for which this worker is indifferent between the distribution

f retirement incomes he will receive with Social Security (which

epend only upon his income path) and the distribution of PRA

nnuity payments (which depend upon his income path and in-

estment returns). Following Feldstein and Ranguelova (2001) , we

lso calculate the level of risk aversion for which a representative

orker, who earns the average income of his cohort each year, is

ndifferent between promised Social Security retirement payments

nd the distribution of PRA annuity payments. 

The results of this analysis are presented in Table 2 . The worker

t birth (Panel A) with equal likelihood of earning any of his co-

ort’s lifetime earnings is indifferent between Social Security and

 PRA without choice for a risk-aversion parameter of 1.78 while

he representative worker who earns his cohort’s mean income

ach year is indifferent between Social Security and a PRA with-

ut choice for a risk-aversion parameter of 5.65. To put this in

erspective, the worker at birth with a risk-aversion parameter of

.65 would be willing to accept reductions in Social Security pay-

ents up to 61% before preferring PRAs to Social Security. Clearly

he representative worker benefits much more from a switch to a

RA than do most workers and his preferences and welfare are not

epresentative of his cohort. 
Please cite this article as: J. Ahmed et al., Made poorer by choice: Wor

Journal of Banking and Finance (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbank
Why is the representative worker happier with a PRA than

 worker at birth? First, the representative worker does not

ace income uncertainty. Second, his annual income is above his

ohort’s median annual income (though below the income cap on

ocial Security taxes). Thus he does not benefit from the progres-

ivity of Social Security benefits. And, third, unlike most workers,

e earns income for 47 years. Only the top 35 of these years con-

ribute to his AIME and Social Security benefits, but all 47 years

ontribute to his PRA savings. This increases the appeal to him of

RAs. In lifetime income, representative worker is much wealthier

han most of his peers. Measured in nominal dollars, the represen-

ative worker’s lifetime income is nearly double that of the median

orker, $3757,423 versus $20 0 0,641. 16 

In our analysis, PRA savings are automatically invested in annu-

ties. Thus, workers who die early in retirement reap lower total

etirement income from both Social Security and the PRA system

nd conditional mortality does not affect our analysis. If savings

ere not annuitized but held in private accounts after retirement,

orkers who died early in retirement might derive additional ben-

fit from the PRA system through bequests. However, without an-

uitizing PRA savings, the payouts from PRAs would be lower and

ll workers would face considerable longevity risk. 

Our analysis is at the individual level. To the extent that higher

ncome individuals are likely to live longer or be married to non-

orking spouses, we underestimate the relative benefits of Social

ecurity to the higher income quintiles (see Liebman, 2002 and

rown et al., 2009 ). Doing so does not affect our results on choice;

hoice reduces welfare for all income groups. However, if we

nderestimate the relative benefits of Social Security to higher-

ncome workers, we may overestimate the level of risk aversion

or which the representative worker is indifferent between Social

ecurity and a PRA-based system. We do not, however, intend

ur estimates of risk aversion to be precise calibrations. Indeed, it

s unlikely that most people have constant relative risk aversion

tility. Our goal in presenting results for a representative worker

s to illustrate that as long as Social Security provides a better

verage return on savings to lower income workers, the welfare of

he representative worker will not be representative of the welfare

f his cohort. 
ker outcomes in social security vs. private retirement accounts ✰ , 
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Table 3 

Retirement outcomes for Private Retirement Accounts vs. Social Security. 

The table simulates outcomes for 10,0 0 0 generations of workers who save 8.8% of their income during working years and invest the proceeds in a 50/50 stock/bond portfolio. 

Each generation includes over 30 0 0 representative worker income profiles; income profiles are static across simulations. The log returns on stocks and bonds are drawn from 

a bivariate normal distribution with means of 7.6% and 5.1%, standard deviations of 17.4 and 9.7%, and a correlation of 25%. When households are allowed choice in their 

stock investments, we increase the standard deviation of the stock return at the household level to 29.6% while retaining the same aggregate level return on stocks. 

Worker Outcomes represent the percentage of outcomes across simulations where the worker has lower retirement income from PRA than promised Social Security benefit. 

Percent at Risk represents the percentage of workers where retirement income across PRA simulations is lower than promised Social Security benefit in more than 25% of 

simulations. 

All Workers 

Age No Stock Investment Choice With Stock Investment Choice 

Panel A: Worker Outcomes (% PRA < SS Benefit) 

50/50 68 17.9 30.6 

Stock/Bond 78 23.2 34.4 

Allocation 88 26.6 36.7 

Stock/Bond 68 22.8 34.9 

Allocation 78 27.8 38.8 

Choice 88 30.8 41.0 

Panel B: Percent at Risk (% of workers for whom PRA < SS Benefit in > 25% of simulations) 

50/50 68 29.7 52.1 

Stock/Bond 78 36.3 66.1 

Allocation 88 42.2 74.6 

Stock/Bond 68 36.0 61.3 

Allocation 78 44.1 75.8 

Choice 88 52.4 81.9 

Outcomes for workers sorted into quintiles based upon earnings through age 65. 

No Stock Investment Choice across Lifetime Earnings Quintiles Stock Investment Choice across Lifetime Earnings Quintiles 

Age 1 (Lo) 2 3 4 5 (Hi) 1 (Lo) 2 3 4 5 (Hi) 

Panel C: Worker Outcomes (% PRA < Social Security Benefit) 

50/50 Stock/Bond Allocation 68 44.5 26.9 10.7 5.5 1.8 56.0 41.8 26.1 18.8 10.4 

78 48.6 33.3 17.3 11.3 5.4 58.0 45.2 30.6 23.5 14.8 

88 49.2 35.8 21.2 15.3 8.5 58.0 46.2 32.9 26.2 17.4 

Stock/Bond Allocation Choice 68 51.4 34.1 16.0 9.1 3.4 62.5 47.5 29.9 21.7 12.8 

78 53.9 39.1 22.4 15.4 8.0 63.6 50.5 34.9 27.2 17.7 

88 53.8 40.7 25.9 19.2 11.3 63.0 51.1 37.1 30.0 20.6 

Panel D: Percent at Risk (% of workers for whom PRA < SS Benefit in > 25% of simulations) 

50/50 Stock/Bond Allocation 68 97.5 50.1 0.9 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 58.4 2.1 0.0 

78 100.0 76.3 5.9 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 95.0 33.0 0.0 

88 100.0 90.6 12.4 0.8 0.0 100.0 100.0 99.1 66.8 0.0 

Stock/Bond Allocation Choice 68 100.0 76.9 3.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 86.6 20.0 0.0 

78 100.0 98.9 20.6 0.5 0.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 74.5 2.5 

88 100.0 100.0 51.1 4.2 0.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 92.9 10.5 

Simulations sorted into quintiles based upon the market returns earned during savings years. 

No Investment Choice across Simulation Return Quintiles With Investment Choice across Simulation Return Quintiles 

Age 1 (Lo) 2 3 4 5 (Hi) 1 (Lo) 2 3 4 5 (Hi) 

5.2% 6.7% 7.6% 8.5% 10.0% 5.2% 6.7% 7.6% 8.5% 10.0% 

Panel E: Worker Outcomes (% PRA < Social Security Benefit) 

50/50 Stock/Bond Allocation 68 49.6 23.2 11.1 4.3 1.1 58.2 39.2 28.2 18.8 8.6 

78 54.0 31.2 18.2 9.1 3.4 60.3 43.7 32.7 23.0 12.5 

88 55.5 36.0 22.9 12.8 5.9 60.9 46.2 35.5 25.5 15.5 

Stock/Bond Allocation Choice 68 52.5 28.7 17.6 10.4 4.9 60.6 43.4 33.3 24.1 12.9 

78 56.1 35.6 23.7 15.0 8.3 62.7 47.9 37.7 28.3 17.4 

88 57.2 39.6 27.7 18.3 11.2 63.2 50.1 40.4 30.7 20.6 

Panel F: Percent at Risk (% of workers for whom PRA < SS Benefit in > 25% of simulations) 

50/50 Stock/Bond Allocation 68 69.2 33.9 18.6 5.0 1.0 93.6 68.0 44.3 31.0 6.7 

78 84.3 46.0 26.9 14.3 2.0 98.7 80.7 57.1 36.6 14.6 

88 92.3 58.4 35.7 20.1 3.5 100.0 86.9 66.7 41.6 20.2 

Stock/Bond Allocation Choice 68 76.9 40.2 27.6 14.9 2.2 94.6 74.1 52.6 36.6 17.6 

78 88.2 56.3 36.7 21.5 5.6 99.9 86.3 69.9 45.0 24.8 

88 94.7 70.6 44.0 26.2 11.2 100.0 93.0 78.5 52.9 31.3 
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P  

r  
4.3. Income shortfalls 

4.3.1. All workers 

Income shortfalls across all workers are presented in Table 3
Panels A and B. Without stock investment or allocation choice 

Please cite this article as: J. Ahmed et al., Made poorer by choice: Wor
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top left, Panel A), the probability of an income shortfall ranges

rom 17.9% at age 68 to 26.6% at age 88. Solely allowing alloca-

ion choice while restricting stock investment choice (bottom left,

anel A) increases the probability of an income shortfall with a

ange of 22.8% at age 68 to 30.8% at age 88. Solely allowing stock
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nvestment choice while restricting allocation choice (top right,

anel A), has a larger impact on the probability of an income short-

all, with a range of 30.6% at age 68 to 36.7% at age 88. Allowing

oth allocation and stock investment choice (bottom right, Panel A)

ields a further increase in the probability of an income shortfall

o 41.0% at age 88. 

One problem with our income shortfall metric is that it does

ot distinguish between small and serious shortfalls: 45% of work-

rs experiencing an income shortfall of less than 5% relative to

ocial Security might not greatly affect welfare. However, income

hortfalls are not only common, but also material. Conditional on

bserving an income shortfall, a worker’s expected retirement in-

ome at age 88 is 67% of the promised Social Security benefit at

ge 88 in the no choice scenario and 55% of the promised Social

ecurity benefit with both allocation and equity choice. 

In Panel B, we present percent-at-risk. These results indicate a

ubstantial percentage of the worker population has greater than

 25% probability of an income shortfall and the percent-at-risk

ncreases dramatically with investment choice. Without allocation

r stock investment choice, the percent-at-risk is 29.7% at age 68

nd 42.2% at age 88. With allocation choice, the percent-at-risk is

6.0% at age 68 and 52.4% at age 88. With both allocation choice

nd equity choice, the percent-at-risk is 61.3% at age 68 and 81.9%

t age 88. 

Three common patterns emerge in these simulations. First, the

robability of an income shortfall increases with age. The erosion

f the performance of the PRA with age can be traced to the ob-

ervation that the median payout from the variable annuity grows

ess than the mean payout in retirement years. In the online ap-

endix, we provide an example illustrating this result. 

Second, the probability of an income shortfall increases with

quity choice. Some workers will fail to diversify completely, which

ill increase the volatility of their outcomes. Increased volatility of

nvestment outcomes does not affect the average return earned by

orkers. In each period, workers in aggregate earn the same re-

urn, regardless of choice. However, choice induces more volatil-

ty and skewness in worker outcomes over time, which causes the

edian worker outcome to drop and thus increases the probability

f an income shortfall under the PRA scheme. 

Third, allocation choice also increases the probability of an in-

ome shortfall. The main reason for the increased shortfall risk

hen we allow allocation choice is that many workers make rela-

ively small allocations to stock. Over the long periods for which

e simulate returns, stocks usually outperform bonds. Thus, in

ur simulations PRAs outperform Social Security more often when

hey invest in substantial equity positions. However, as discussed

n Section 4 , our assumption that annual logged equity returns are

ormally distributed likely underestimates the likelihood of poor

quity performance over long periods. 

.3.2. Results by income 

These results indicate that investors in PRAs have increasing

robability of income shortfalls relative to their promised Social

ecurity benefit with increasing choice. In this section, we docu-

ent that while the probability of an income shortfall varies dra-

atically across income groups—a result which can be traced to

he progressive nature of Social Security benefits—choice adversely

ffects outcomes for all income groups 

To investigate this issue, we partition workers into quintiles

ased on indexed lifetime earnings to age 67. In Table 3 Panel C,

e present worker outcomes for each income quintile. With no

llocation or stock investment choice, there are dramatic differ-

nces in outcomes by income quintile due largely to the progres-

ive nature of Social Security benefits. The probability of an income

hortfall for a worker from the lowest income quintile ranges from

4.5% at age 68 to 49.2% at age 88, while the same probability for
Please cite this article as: J. Ahmed et al., Made poorer by choice: Wor

Journal of Banking and Finance (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbank
 worker from the highest income quintile ranges from 1.8% at age

8 to 8.5% at age 88. Consistent with our earlier findings, for all

ncome groups, both allocation choice and equity choice increase

he probability of a shortfall. 

In Table 3 Panel D, we present the percent-at-risk and the dis-

ributional effects of PRA accounts are even starker. Without allo-

ation or stock investment choice, no one in the top income quin-

ile has a greater than a 25% probability of experiencing a PRA in-

ome less than their promised Social Security benefit. With equity

hoice, the percent-at-risk among the top-quintile wage earners

anges from 0% at age 68 to 10.5% at age 88. In contrast, the en-

ire population of the low-income wage earners (the bottom 20%

f lifetime indexed earnings, discussed above) has greater than a

5% probability of an income shortfall in retirement (regardless of

he choice scenario). With allocation choice, nearly all workers in

he bottom two income quintiles have greater than a 25% risk of

n income shortfall. With stock investment choice, all workers in

he bottom three quintiles face this risk at age 88. Again, choice

dversely affects outcomes for all income groups. 

.3.3. Results by market outcomes 

To investigate how market outcomes affect generational out-

omes, we partition simulations into quintiles based on the market

eturn earned during the cohort’s savings years. The results of this

nalysis are presented in Table 3 Panels E and F. 

Not surprisingly, market risk plays a huge role in the attractive-

ess of PRAs. The mean level return on the 50/50 stock/bond port-

olio in the bottom quintile of generational outcomes is 5.2% – a

ere 2.2% over inflation. The probability of an income shortfall in

hese bottom-quintile market outcomes is quite high, ranging from

9.6% at age 68 to 55.5% at age 88 across all workers. The percent-

t-risk is also high; over 90% of workers have greater than a 25%

robability of an income shortfall at age 88 during bottom-quintile

arket outcomes. Choice continues to increase the probability of

n income shortfall during these poor market conditions. 

In strong (top quintile) market conditions, the portfolio earns a

eturn of 10.0%. Without choice, workers have a low probability of

n income shortfall (ranging from 1.1% at age 68 to 5.9% at age 88).

llocation choice increases these probabilities (ranging from 4.9%

t age 68 to 11.2% at age 88), while equity choice increases them

ramatically (ranging from 8.6% at age 68 to 15.5% at age 68) and

he combination of allocation and equity choice even more (12.9%

t age 68 and 20.6% at age 88). Thus, even in strong market con-

itions, about 1/5th of the worker population experiences income

hortfalls at age 88 with allocation and equity choice. Similarly, the

ercent-at-risk in these high return outcomes is very low (ranging

rom 1.0% at age 68 to 3.5% at age 88). However, with allocation

hoice, the percent-at-risk increases (ranging from 2.2% at age 68

o 11.2% at age 88). Equity choice increases this risk, ranging from

.7% at age 68 to 20.2% at age 88. With both equity and alloca-

ion choice, this risk increases to 17.6% at age 68 and 31.3% at age

8. These results indicate a sizable fraction of workers – almost

/3rd at age 88 – face greater than a 25% risk of an income short-

all even in the best market conditions when both allocation and

quity choice are allowed. 

. Discussion 

Our simulations compare the outcomes from PRAs with various

evels of choice to promised Social Security benefits. Simulating

ocial Security outcomes provides a benchmark against which to

ompare levels of choice in PRA systems and allows us to demon-

trate the shortcoming of using a representative worker to capture

he utility of all workers. 

As a direct comparison of PRA systems to Social Security, our

imulations are illustrative, not definitive. There are many dimen-
ker outcomes in social security vs. private retirement accounts ✰ , 
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sions of Social Security and PRAs that we do not attempt to model.

We compare Social Security and PRAs as self-funded retirement

plans for a single cohort. We thus ignore the differences in in-

tergenerational risk sharing under Social Security and a PRA. Our

Social Security simulation assumes risk free real log return equal

to the real log return on five-year government bonds during the

post-war period (1946–2013); current government bond returns

are lower than this and low returns may persist for several years.

We do not consider Social Security’s liabilities resulting from net

transfers to people born before 1937, how these liabilities would

be paid in the transition to a PRA system, or the political uncer-

tainty resulting from these liabilities. 17 

Feldstein (1997, p.22) argues one advantage of a PRA type sys-

tem is the increased availability of capital for private investment,

which he argues could drive down the return on capital by 20%

(from the historic average of 9% to 7.2%); Geanakoplos, Mitchell,

and Zeldes (1999, p. 127) make a similar point. Lower returns on

capital are the equivalent of lower expected returns for investors.

Lower expected returns would make PRAs less attractive to work-

ers, but the increased investment could generate positive exter-

nalities. We do not consider either the effect of lower returns or

additional investment in our simulations. Nor do we consider the

possible equilibrium effect on returns of requiring that retirement

savings be rebalanced annually to a fixed asset allocation. 

We estimate the volatility of equity choice from the cross-

section of equity returns in tax-deferred accounts held by indi-

vidual investors at a large discount brokerage firm from 1991–

1996. For several reasons, this level of volatility is likely to be

an upper bound on what one might anticipate in private retire-

ment accounts. First, the investors at the discount brokerage self-

selected to manage their own investments and may underdiver-

sify to a greater extent than other investors. Second, the introduc-

tion of Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) has provided an additional

channel for investors to invest in well-diversified funds. However,

not all ETFs are well diversified, some even take levered short po-

sitions; thus ETFs could both reduce and increase the volatility

of investor returns. Third, it is possible that individual investors

have grown more sophisticated since 1996. Fourth, a PRA system

is likely to provide well-diversified default options that will influ-

ence the choices of many investors. 

In many ways, the outcomes we present underestimate the po-

tential income shortfalls and the distributional effects of PRAs. In

the PRA scheme we model, we have prohibited bequests, forced

purchase of variable annuities, assumed investors who self-manage

their accounts do not pay high fees or sacrifice expected returns,

and assumed all investors have the same ability to pick stocks and

mutual funds. Furthermore, our distributional assumptions likely

underestimate the probability of dramatically poor equity returns.

We discuss each of these factors in turn. 

We have pooled bequests and ignored variation in outcomes

during retirement years. Our implementation of PRAs assumes that

any remaining balance in the PRA when a worker dies is used to

fund payouts for living cohort members. If workers were allowed

to bequest the remainder of their PRA, payouts from PRAs would

be reduced and the probability of an income shortfall would in-

crease. If workers were not forced to buy a variable annuity in

their retirement years, many would continue to self-manage their

accounts. Few U.S. households currently buy annuities, an obser-

vation referred to as the “annuity puzzle.” ( Inkman et al., 2011

present recent evidence on the annuity puzzle.) The continued

self-management of PRAs would further increase the volatility of
17 Luttmer and Samwick (2012) estimate that on average individuals would be 

willing to forego 4–6 percent of the benefits they are supposed to get under current 

law to remove policy uncertainty. 

l

Please cite this article as: J. Ahmed et al., Made poorer by choice: Wor
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utcomes across workers and increase the probability of income

hortfalls. 

We do not charge a performance penalty to workers who

elf-manage their portfolios. There is considerable evidence that

ndividual investors underperform appropriate benchmarks when

anaging their own investment portfolios ( Barber and Odean,

0 0 0; Barber and Odean, 20 01; Grinblatt and Keloharju, 20 01; Bar-

er et al., 2009 ). Furthermore, the average mutual fund charges

xpenses far greater than the 40 bps assumption used in our sim-

lations. Khorana et al. (2009) document asset-weighted average

ond and stock expense ratios in the US are 0.78% and 1.11%, re-

pectively. Including load fees amortized over a five-year holding

eriod, total shareholder costs for bond and stock funds are 1.05%

nd 1.53%, respectively. Attaching a performance penalty or higher

ees to self-managed investment accounts would further erode the

erformance of PRAs and increase the probability of an income

hortfall. 

We do not consider predictable variation in performance across

nvestors. In our simulations, we assume all investors earn the

ame expected return. However, there is strong evidence that in-

estment outcomes predictably vary across investors (see Barber

nd Odean 2011 for a review). For example, the wealthy tend to

arn stronger returns than the poor ( Barber and Odean, 20 0 0;

ndersen and Nielsen, 2015 ), the better-educated perform better

han the less-well educated ( Andersen and Nielsen, 2015 ), and the

oung do better than the old ( Korniotis and Kumar, 2011 ). High

Q investors earn stronger returns than low IQ investors ( Grinblatt

t al., 2011 ) and also pay lower fees on their mutual funds (Grin-

latt, Ikäheimo, Kelaharju, and Knupfer, 2012). Thus, the combined

vidence provides strong support for the possibility that young,

ealthy, better educated, and smart investors will earn stronger re-

urns than others. Adding this cross-sectional variation in expected

eturns would increase the differences in outcomes for low- and

igh-income workers. 

We do not model the well-documented relation between stock

arket participation and wealth ( Campbell, 2006 ). In our simula-

ions that allow allocation choice, we find that a low allocation

o stocks results in a lower expected return on a worker’s invest-

ent portfolio and a much higher probability of an income short-

all. If low-income wage earners are less likely to allocate their in-

estment portfolio to stocks, the probability of a shortfall for low-

ncome workers will be higher than the estimates we obtain. 

Finally, our simulations underestimate the probability of bad

arket outcomes. In our simulations, we assume that equity in-

ex returns follow a lognormal distribution, which implies logged

eturns are normally distributed. However, empirically observed

ogged returns are negatively skewed. 18 Thus our simulation un-

erestimates the likelihood of large negative equity returns. As

iscussed above, we estimate the mean and standard deviation

f logged returns from 1946–2008 historical returns, reducing the

ean by 2 percentage points in response to recent academic es-

imates of the equity risk premium. We assume that the returns

arned in sequential years are independent and thereby ignore

he possibility that a crisis in financial markets may feed back

nto the real economy thereby affecting subsequent market returns.

hus we underestimate, perhaps severely, the probability that eq-

ity markets will underperform over long periods. To illustrate this

oint, imagine that at the beginning of 1990 one had estimated

he mean annual logged return and variance of the Japanese stock

arket from 1947 through 1989. 19 Forecasting the distribution of

eturns from 1990 through 2012, one would have estimated that
18 Over the 1946–2034 sample period, the skewness coefficient of the annual 

ogged return on the S&P 500 is −0.90 (p < .01). 
19 For this analysis, we use the Global Financial Data Japan Nikko Securities Com- 

posite Total Market Return Index. 
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he realized 22-year logged return of −0.44 had a probability of

ess than 1.5 in 10 million (0.0 0 0 0 0 0147). Had one reduced the

ssumed mean logged return by 2 percentage points – as we do

he historical mean logged return in our simulations – one would

ave estimated the realized 22-year logged return had a probabil-

ty of 0.0 0 0 0 0116. This example highlights the dangers of forecast-

ng from historical returns. While one in a million events do occur,

iased econometric models are more common. Our simulations un-

erestimate the likelihood of poor market performance over long

orizons. 

. Conclusion 

We simulate retirement outcomes for a representative sample

f U.S. workers in private retirement account (PRA) systems with

arying degrees of choice and compare these to expected payoffs

rom the current U.S. Social Security system. When workers are re-

uired to invest PRA savings in a stock and bond index fund, we

ocument that across all simulations 17.9% of age 68 retirees and

6.6% of age 88 retirees have PRA payouts that fall below their cur-

ently promised Social Security benefit. With allocation choice, the

isk of lower income increases to 22.8% at age 68 and 30.8% at age

8; with equity choice, it grows to 30.6% at age 68 and 36.7% at

ge 88; with both allocation and equity choice, it grows to 34.9%

t age 68 and 41.0% at age 88. 

Our analysis of the utility over retirement income indicates

hat choice reduces the potential upside associated with PRA out-

omes even at modest levels of risk aversion. For example, at a

isk aversion level of 3.8, 36.9% of workers prefer Social Security to

RAs with no allocation or equity choice, but virtually all workers

98.2%) prefer Social Security to PRAs with allocation and equity

hoice. 

A representative worker who earns the average wage of his co-

ort during each year of his life has a stronger preference for PRAs

with or without choice – than does a worker chosen randomly

t birth. PRAs are more appealing to the representative worker be-

ause he faces no lifetime income uncertainty, he earns much more

han the median income of his cohort, and he works for 47 years

while Social Security benefits are based on the top 35 years of in-

exed earnings). In short, the welfare of the representative worker

s not representative of most workers’ welfare. 

Our simulations focus on choice in PRAs as an alternative to

ocial Security. However, our central message applies more broadly

o self-directed retirement plans, including 401(k) plans. Offering

orkers more investment choice is likely to reduce the standard of

iving in retirement for many of them. 

Most models in economics presume that agents are better off

ith more choice or with a larger opportunity set. However, this

s only true for investors if they are equipped with the knowledge,

kill, and discipline to select optimal investment portfolios. If in-

estors fail to diversify, underperform benchmarks, pay high fees,

r refrain from participating in stock markets, choice will not nec-

ssarily lead to better outcomes. Indeed, many investors will be

ade poorer by choice. 

upplementary materials 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be

ound, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.jbankfin.2016.08.003 . 
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